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One Piece Marineford War Episode

Going in I heard so many great things about this arc a lot of people said that this was the greatest arc ever, this was the best one
piece arc hands down.. Plus in chapter 599, Luffy used the colour of the conquerer to subdue the fake Luffy, which was already
established as his type preference.. Hell I was even spoiled about the deaths of Portgas D Ace and White Bread and I still came
out of this arc with a red face from all the grieving I've done.. 3 types of Haki to learn…. I came out with a beating heart upon
watching all the pirates aim to save ace Whitebeard showing feats that nobody else has shown and a character that is so
impactful and unique that I regard him already with all the respect I gained for him in one arc, one of my favourite characters of
all time.

Oars the giant went to save ace countless times after building a bond with ace via a hat.. It's not clear yet what Rayleigh has
actually taught Luffy (currently at chapter 600) However after staying on that Island for 2 years, with Rayleigh being able to use
all 3 types of Haki, it's pretty obvious that he's going to teach Luffy the same.. It's impossible to explain howEiichiro Oda
creator of one piece was able to create a war that met my expectations.
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